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We see huge opportunities for 
marketplaces to create integrated 
solutions that enhance the experience 
for users and customers by building 
new products and services, as well as 
better integrating transactional models.

Ovidiu Solomonov 
SVP Global Markets & Ventures, Adevinta
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The future of 
marketplaces report

Key highlights The first generation of online marketplaces turned physical 
notice boards and classified listings into virtual bulletin 
boards like eBay and Craigslist. But marketplaces have 
continued to evolve over the past 20 years and the next 
modular shift is one towards embedded finance. 

Our report shows that innovation in marketplaces is now 
essentially happening in two ways. Companies are looking 
to take greater ownership of the value chain or they are 
looking to integrate with other products.  For example, 
embedding finance or fintech is another way to make 
marketplaces more sticky and unlock much larger markets. 

The impact of Covid has created a surge in 
investment which has created a surge in innovation 
as the future and models of online marketplaces 
continue to evolve
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Since we last published our annual marketplaces report; a 
report that has become an industry barometer for how the 
ecosystem is evolving, the world has been turned upside 
down. 

The ongoing pandemic has created seismic shifts in 
consumer and business behaviours in ways that could not 
have been foreseen. Many sectors have been innovating at 
scale, and at pace and none so much, and so far-reaching 
as marketplaces. 

Today we publish our 2021 Future of Marketplaces report. 
It’s the first in an upcoming series of reports compiled by 
Dealroom.co with investors Speedinvest designed to look at 
how the economic, technological and societal changes of 
the past 12 months have impacted the sector. 

During the past year, investors have been putting billions 
of dollars into the tech sector. A sector that is now seen 
as a safe asset, and one that will be pivotal in helping us 
recover from the impact of Covid.
 
The verticals experiencing the greatest increase in value 
in the wake of the pandemic include fashion (142%), 
Food Delivery (+132%) and Digital Health (+120%). Food 
delivery and travel are the largest segments, by 
combined enterprise value with the former now worth 
$380bn, and the latter coming in at $337bn.

Introducing the Future of Marketplaces series: How 
the sector has responded in the wake of Covid

Covid has accelerated adoption and innovation 
with pandemic-related verticals seeing the 
greatest uplift

Since January 2020, our report shows that the value of 
global marketplace unicorns has soared by 70%. In a little 
over a year, the total value of the world’s biggest 
marketplace companies has accelerated from $2.9 trn in 
Jan 2020 to $5 trn today.

As companies beat revenue forecasts throughout last 
year, there were significant upticks in values. 
DeliveryHero’s market cap increased by 76% in a year 
from April 2020 to May 2021, as revenues doubled. 
HelloFresh saw its valuation increase by 241%, while 
revenues climbed by 106%.
 
This growth in marketplace unicorns valuations is greater 
than that achieved by Nasdaq in the last year, which saw 
50% growth over the same period. In contrast, wider 
stocks and shares - as measured on the MSCI World 
Index –  only rose in value by 23%.

Marketplace unicorns valuations 
continue to soar

The rise in valuations has also been, in part, due to the 
number of marketplace unicorns booming in recent 
months.
 
As of April 2021, more than 370 marketplace unicorns 
have been created globally with 20 of these being 
founded since the beginning of the year in the US 
alone. Of this 370 total, there are now 30 marketplaces 
worth more than $20bn.
 
Amazon tops the list with a value of $1.6trn and this 
top 30 – which also includes Alibaba and Meituan – 
account for 79%, or $3.9Tn, of the total combined value; 
a collective increase in value of $1.6trn. 

The number of marketplace unicorns 
is booming

2021 has already seen record-breaking investment going to 
marketplaces and the trend isn’t showing signs of slowing
In Q1 2021, global VC investments in marketplaces reached an all-time high of $28bn. Driven largely by a number of 
mega-funding rounds, and the emergence of SPACs, investors have been seeking new ways to gain access to 
fast-growing, privately owned tech companies. 

The investments made in marketplaces during Q1 have been so significant, that the total figure is almost three times the 
amount invested in the same period during 2020, and $4bn more than the previous record-breaking quarter of Q4 2018. 
Looking ahead, Q2 is showing signs of continuing investor appetite, especially in Europe, which has attracted more 
capital than Asia or the US relative to 2020.
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Investing in the future of marketplaces Game-changing support for early-stage
tech founders

Global startup & venture capital
intelligence platform

Adevinta Ventures is the VC arm of the Adevinta 
group, a global online classifieds specialist 
operating leading digital marketplaces in 11 
countries. We invest in fast- growing European 
startups (Series A and B rounds) that can shape 
the future of mobility, real estate, work and 
fintech. We also foster collaboration 
opportunities between our portfolio companies 
and Adevinta brands.

Speedinvest is a European venture capital fund 
with more than €400M AUM and 40 investors 
working from Berlin, London, Munich, Paris, 
Vienna and San Francisco. Employing a focused 
investment team structure, we fund innovative 
early-stage technology startups in the areas of 
Deep Tech, Fintech, Industrial Tech, Network 
Effects, Digital Health and Subscriptions.

Dealroom.co is the foremost data provider on 
startup, early-stage and growth company 
ecosystems in Europe and around the globe.
Founded in Amsterdam in 2013, we now work 
with many of the world's most prominent 
investors, entrepreneurs and government 
organizations to provide transparency, analysis 
and insights on venture capital activity.
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Valuation of marketplaces (public + unicorns) VC funding into marketplace startups

Marketplace unicorns have 
grown 70% in value since 
Jan 2020 to more than $5T, 
outperforming tech overall

Global online marketplace unicorn valuations 
have grown 70% since Jan 2020 vs. 50% for 
Nasdaq.

Fashion (+142% value), Food Delivery 
(+132%) and Digital Health (+120%) have 
been the highest performing segments in 
2020/21.

Online marketplace startups continue to 
raise billions in funding, across every sector.

Q1 2021 investment tripled year on year to 
an all-time high of $28B, with $12B more 
already raised in the first 5 weeks of Q2.

Record investment for the 
most ambitious generation 
of marketplace startups ever

New startups are building 
more vertically integrated 
models, to unlock lucrative 
new markets

As of April 2021, more than 370 
marketplace unicorns have been created 
globally, yet the future and models of online 
marketplaces continue to evolve.

Some of the largest consumer spending 
categories, like homes, cars and jobs went 
digital in 2000s, but only on the discovery 
side - through search and comparison 
sites.

With vertical integration, embedded 
finance, and increased consumer online 
penetration, these segments are about to 
be transformed by new models of “full 
stack” online marketplaces, unlocking huge 
new markets and growth opportunities.

The biggest opportunities for online 
marketplace still lie ahead.

Jan
2020

May
2021

Jan
2019

$2.9T

+70% $5.0T

$2.2T

Q1 
2021

Q1 
2020

Q1 
2019

Q1 
2018

Q1 
2017

$28B
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The global acceleration 
of marketplaces
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The role of online marketplaces 
has been amplified

Back in June 2020, Adevinta, Dealroom and Speedinvest released a report on 
marketplaces, during the early stages of Covid pandemic. One year later, it’s 
time to take stock.

In the last ~15 months there’s been a tech-driven bull market, the direction of 
which was anticipated by many, but the scale by few. The Nasdaq is up 50% 
since January 2020, now worth $19 trillion.

In parallel, venture capital is seeing investment records smashed. Tech is now 
seen as safe asset. Low interest rates result in an abundance of risk seeking 
capital. But more fundamentally, accelerated digital adoption during the 
pandemic created tailwinds, resulting in companies beating expectations. And 
here, marketplaces have benefitted strongly; especially in areas like Food, 
Digital Health, and eCommerce.

As a result of this acceleration, there are now 30 known marketplaces worth 
$20 billion or more, with the world’s top marketplaces (public companies and 
and private unicorns) worth a combined $5 trillion*.

This report looks at which models are winning, where global growth is 
happening, and what trends are coming down the road.

 The world’s most valuable marketplaces

Public companies *             Private companies

* Market capitalization of the entire 
business. Some cases like Amazon and 
Alibaba include also other non-marketplace 
businesses.

Source: Dealroom.co. Analysis of Google Finance data.
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March 
2020

May
 2021

Combined valuation of public and private unicorn marketplaces ($B)

Jan 
2020

Jan 
2019

+28%
Jan 2019 to 

Jan 2020

+70%
since 

Jan 2020

+62%

+160%

+36%

+82%

Marketplaces have accelerated, growing by 70% in value since 
Jan 2020 from $2.9 to $5.0 trillion, outpacing even the Nasdaq

Source: Dealroom.co. Analysis of Google Finance data.

Private marketplaces unicorns
Public marketplaces founded before 2005
Public marketplaces founded since 2005 
Amazon

Examples:
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Fashion Delivery Digital 
Health

All 
marketplaces

Job 
search

Home 
search

Nasdaq (1)Travel Mobility MSCI (1)Amazon Car 
search

Groceries

Acceleration of revenues Resilience in business model

.

% valuation increase since Jan 2020 ($B)
Private and public marketplace companies by segment

Marketplaces also outperformed the wider tech sector, with food and 
grocery delivery, health and fashion driving this growth

Source: Dealroom.co. Analysis of Google Finance data.
1. NASDAQ Composite index. MSCI stands for Morgan 

Stanley Capital International and is a global equity in
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Company
May 2021

Market cap (€B) 

% valuation
increase since

Jan 2020  

Expected 2020
revenue growth

in Jan 2020  

Actual
2020 revenue
growth in May 

2021  

Public marketplaces - driven by accelerated adoption - beat initial 
revenue forecasts, leading to significant upticks in valuations
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Record venture 
capital investment
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Q1 2
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1

Q1 2
02

0

Q1 2
01

9

Q1 2
01

8

Q1 2
01

7

$28B

$24B

$7.5B

$9.9B

$17B
$15B

$8.9B

GoStudent

$1.2B

$300M$800M

$530M$528M

$460M $425M

$290M

$400M

$160M $312M $82M

Apri
l

Global VC investment in marketplaces
Majority of deals are full-stack models, 
logistics and last-mile delivery

Similar trends were also seen in the private markets, with venture capital 
in Q1 2021 smashing the all-time investment record
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2021 VC investment by destination *
Jan-May 2021

 
Marketplaces Global VC investment

Source: Dealroom.co. 

Actual             2021 annualized based on Jan-April

Q2 is showing signs of continuous investor 
appetite especially in Europe, which has 
attracted more capital than Asia or the US 
relative to 2020

VC investment in marketplaces by destination *
Jan-May 2021 vs Jan-May 2020

* including primary capital raised via SPAC private placement
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China 

Europe 

Latin AmericaRest of the World $5.8B

$15B

$26B

$2.9B

USA $43B Rest of Asia (excl China) $26B
 

Marketplaces VC investment by destination             2021 annualized based on Jan-April Source: Dealroom.co. 

Nearly all regions are seeing rapid growth in VC 
investment into marketplaces
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Source: Dealroom.co. 
Select rounds above $50M since January 2020

Horizontal

Mobility Food delivery Fashion

TravelEducationDigital health

Lending Home search

In Europe super-rounds picked up after Q1 2020
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   IPO             M&A              SPAC

Source: Dealroom.co. 

There have been several billion dollar marketplace exits 
for investors, via IPO, M&A, and SPACs

Q1 2020 Q2 2020 Q3 2020 Q4 2020 Q1 2021

M&A and IPOs of European marketplaces
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Source: Dealroom.co. For more information and underlying data check the platform

Number of VC rounds in marketplaces

Europe

Venture capital amount invested from

Global Europe Global

Venture capital has become more global, 
especially more flows from USA and Asia into 
European marketplaces

Globally and in Europe, venture is trending 
towards bigger rounds. Europe is still slightly 
behind the curve in terms of super rounds
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Source: Dealroom.co. 

There’s been an explosion of 
marketplace unicorns globally

20
10

20
11

20
12

20
13

20
14

20
15

20
16

20
17

20
18

20
19

20
20

20
21

152

85
82

52

25

Marketplace companies reaching $1B valuations

USA

China
Europe

Rest of Asia

RoW

Marketplace unicorns and $1B+ exits
Cumulative 1990-today  New unicorns in 2021

Cumulative 1990-today New unicorns in 2021

View all marketplace unicorns 
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Vertical integration 
and enablement
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Source: Dealroom.co. 

Innovation essentially happens into two directions: greater ownership 
of the value chain and enablement with other products

Advertising

Fee on transaction 

Greater
ownership 
of  value 
chain

AI-enabled

SaaS-enabled

Add-ons / enablement

Demand & Supply Discover
Catalogue & curate

Transaction
Minor financial risk

Own logistics
Operational risk

Own stock
Balance sheet risk

Own brands
Product-market risk

Finance-enabled
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Early adopter markets that were 
enabled by the web itself

Markets that were enabled by 
smartphone adoption and 
increasingly last-mile logistics

Markets where significantly more 
value can be created by embedding 
finance into the marketplace

Sources: Dealroom estimates, Worldbank, OECD, Eurostat, McKinsey for insurance & banking via A16Z. Freelance via Upwork and McKinsey.

Marketplaces are going after ever bigger markets, enabled by new models

$2T $3T <$1T $5T

Global consumer market size *

$8T $8T $10T$6T

Media Travel Shared
mobility 

HealthFashion Food
delivery 

Housing Insurance 
& banking

Education

<$1T $5T

Groceries Car
ownership 

Freelance 
work

$4T

Finance itself 
as bundle is 
new market 

(e.g. insurance 
or loan)
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What’s next: launching a series of reports, exploring new marketplace 
models starting with fintech enabled marketplaces. Stay tuned!  

Fintech-enabled 
marketplaces B2B Marketplaces Responsible 

consumption
New homeownership

models Regulated services

Online real estate brokerage making 
instant cash o�ers.

Online car retailer that o�ers instant 
buying, insurance and subscription.

Connecting shippers with curriers 
online.

Connecting restaurants with suppliers 
online.

Prevents waste by selling high-quality 
local, imperfect and oversupplied food.

Refurbished electronics marketplace.

Hire and retain sta� in the healthcare 
industry.

Training and job placement in heavy 
industries (construction, oil & gas, 

defense and energy)

Rent your future home while you save 
for a down payment.

Co-own your home with option to 
increase equity ownership over time.

Co-invests with home buyers.Sell excess clothes & footwear 
inventory.

Marketplaces for agriculture inputs. A marketplace for construction 
equipment.

Compliance and carbon management 
platform.
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Learn more about 
marketplaces

Appendix
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What is a marketplace? What is a “full-stack” marketplace?

Customer 
acquisition

Listings Transaction incl.
payment 

Logistics & 
software tools

Own inventory Production

Listings Homes, cars, 
jobs, horizontal

Transactional
marketplaces 

Travel, delivery, 
freelance

Full-stack
marketplace 

On-demand 
services

Market maker
(iBuying) 

Temporary trade 
on the books

Homes, cars, 
jobs, products

eCommerce Fashion, groceries

Direct-to-
consumer

Cosmetics, food, 
banking, wellness, 
lifestyle, eyewear

 Asset light, profitable
 Low revenue per user

 Still asset light, higher take-rate
 Possible long-term strategic disadvantage

 Control over user-experience
 Operational risk, requires market density

 Create new supply, verify quality
 Capital intensity & risk, requires homogenous market

 Same-day delivery of goods, control over user experience
 High capital intensity, low margins

 Own entire product identity / experience / sometimes with physical stores
 High capital intensity, limited assortment
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Demand Supply
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New models New 
models?

Managed 
marketplaces

On-demand

Transactional

Vertical 
specialists

Supply 
aggregators

1990s 2000s 2005-2010 2010-2015 2015-2018 2019+

Where are we in the
evolution of 
marketplaces?
The first generation of online marketplaces 
translated town squares and bulletin boards into 
eBay and Craigslist. A recognisable online 
migration.

But marketplaces have evolved more in the last 
20 years than in the previous 200.

Newer models like Uber and Cazoo have actually 
made the "marketplace" less visible to the 
consumer, reducing transaction complexity.

With every iteration, the overarching trend has 
been to remove friction and unlock new markets. 
In doing so, marketplaces are becoming more 
“full-stack”, vertically integrating from shop front 
and transaction to delivery and aftercare.

While asset light models like Craigslist have 
proved resilient with the defensibility of high 
liquidity, full-stack scale efficiencies, combined 
with an abundance of cheap capital, have led to a 
rise in asset heavy models in recent years.
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Di�erent segments are at vastly di�erent stages of development, 
and can broadly be split into three categories

VC invested since 2015

Education

Travel and fashion were 
digitally enabled by the web 
itself, thus more asset-light 
and more capital efficient. 
Farfetch is innovating with 
new logistics model.

Heavily invested and 
also competitive, 
especially meal delivery.

Jobs, cars and properties 1.0 
was about search. 2.0 is 
about taking a bigger role in 
the transaction through 
embedded finance. Digital 
health and groceries are the 
next big markets.
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Abundance of cheap capital emboldens models that deeply 
embed financial services

Asset-lighter Asset-heavier

Food delivery

Used cars

Mobility

Media

Banking

Healthcare

Housing

Travel

Jobs

Second-hand fashion
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$304M $330M $770M

$300M $620M $136M

$230M $110M $110M

$159M $144M $60M

Record amounts of dry powder in Europe, including mega funds 
with focus on marketplaces 

2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021YTD

$7.4B

$9.1B

$11B

$14B
$15B

$20B

$6.2B

Fundraising by European venture capital investors

View all new funds

Select new funds in 2020 and 2021
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Public marketplaces and IPOs are hot 

IPOs & SPACs of marketplaces

Deliveroo
Auto1
Wish

Allegro
Coupang
GoodRx

GoHealth
Hims & Hers

Airbnb
DoorDash

Cazoo
Grab

TalkSpace
Lilium

20182017 2019 2020 2021

$110B

$169B $164B

$34B

$235B

Aggregate Enterprise Value of IPOs and SPACs

Traditional IPOs
Announced or completed SPAC Mergers
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Software directly competing 
with Amazon’s platform

SaaS-first with add on 
marketplace for doctors

Software

Marketplace stack

The broader marketplace & ecommerce ecosystem 
is increasingly connected

Advertising Financial
products Logistics Private

labels

Own product

The king of search/intent. Has 
been moving into vertical 

search for long
Potentially levelling the playing 

field by enabling asset-light 
players to have full-stack 

capabilities

Competing directly with 
marketplaces & eCommerce

Already #3 in U.S. online ads. Ad 
platform strategy likely followed 

by other marketplaces like 
Deliveroo etc

The kings of interest. Are 
creating marketplaces for 

sellers

Discovery

Fintech

Buy now pay later

D2C banking, trading  Lending Insurance

Logistics

Software
tools
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https://marketplaces.dealroom.co/heatmaps/funding/sub-industries/f/revenues/anyof_marketplace%20%26%20ecommerce?interval=quarterly&type=amount  

Venture capital investment
into Marketplaces by
segment  

Explore data

Venture capital Jan-April 2021
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Cumulative number of unicorns and $1B exits

Cumulative number of unicorns and $1B exits Cumulative value of unicorns and $1B exits

Fashion is the leading segment, by the 
number of unicorns and $1B exits as well 
as future unicorns 

Food delivery and travel are the largest 
segments, by combined enterprise value

Fashion
Food delivery

Travel
Shared mobility
Property Search

Groceries & Meal kits
Car search & rent

Job search
Telemedicine

Pharmacy
Pet food

Food delivery 

Travel

Fashion

Shared mobility

Property Search

Groceries & Meal kits

Car search

Telemedicine

Job search

Pharmacy

Pet food

Fashion 
Travel 

Property Search
Car search & rent 

Food delivery 
Groceries & Meal kits 

Telemedicine 
Job search 

Shared mobility 
Pet food 

Pharmacy
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The biggest growers by absolute. The fastest growers, relative.Market capitalization absolute growth 
since January 2020 Market capitalization relative growth since January 2020
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Shared mobility Meal delivery Groceries Fashion

Mobility, food and fashion have clearly trended towards asset heavier
models, which appear to be the winners 

Verdict on full-stack 
strategy (embedding, 
bundling)

More integrated

Less integrated Blablacar, Snappcar

Uber model is clear 
winner. Next phase is 
autonomous driving and 
financial products (credit 
cards, payments) to 
speed up transactions 
and increase 
customer/driver loyalty.

Full-stack is gaining
ground, even JET is 
investing in logistics in 
defensive move. 
Economics still not fully 
proven, depend on 
stacking orders and 
moving to groceries.

Full-stack is here to stay. 
Ocado even investing 
more in robots. Asset 
light possible strategy in 
niches.

Models will co-exist. 
Logistics are a way to 
unlock new markets but 
not a competitive 
advantage. Advanced 
inventory management 
key to lower costs.
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Regulated markets are more about AI and/or SaaS-enablement, to solve
supply scarcity and to help professionals be more e�icient

Upskilling Digital health Legal Other regulated
(teachers) 

Verdict on full-stack 
strategy (embedding, 
bundling)

More integrated

Less integrated

Finance demand side to 
study in return for % of 
income. Partner with ISA 
marketplaces to 
decrease debt (e.g. Edly 
and Lambda).

Full-stack is temporary 
strategy. Long term 
innovation should come 
from AI innovation, not 
hiring doctors. Also, 
bundling with insurance 
could be an opportunity.

Bundle AI-enabled Saas 
for self-service and 
match customers with 
vetted lawyers for more 
complex tasks.

As focus in education 
shifts to outcomes, 
Edtech startups would 
vertically integrate to 
have a better control of 
the experience. Hybrid 
(online/offline) education 
models are likely.
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Car search / ownership Jobs / freelance Homes Travel

Cars, jobs, homes are gearing up for a second revolution, by embedding
finance and taking much greater ownership of the transactions 

Verdict on full-stack 
strategy (embedding, 
bundling)

More integrated

Less integrated

Offering financial 
services such as 
insurance or payment in 
instalments at checkout 
significantly increases 
addressable market.

Cazoo model is big 
winner in 2020/21.

Embedded financial 
products such as payslip 
advancement, worker 
insurance and payroll 
management can 
massively expand market 
potential

Additional financing 
products beyond instant 
home buying such as 
leaseback, mortgages 
and rent-to-own improvex 
customer experience and 
lifetime value.

Asset-heavy does not 
bring much extra. In B2B, 
SaaS-enablement is a 
possible route for 
Travelperk
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https://marketplaces.dealroom.co/companies.startups/f/revenues/anyof_marketplace%20%26%20ecommerce/tags/anyof_verified%20unicorns%20and%20%241b%20exits

370+ marketplace 
unicorns, with a 

combined value of 
$5.0 trillion

View all unicorns

Number of Unicorns and $1B+ exits by country
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Methodology

Marketplace is a digital platform 
connecting buyers and sellers. 
Various models are listed on page 19.

Investment numbers refer to venture 
capital investment rounds such as seed, 
series A, B, C, etc and growth equity 
rounds. It excludes debt or other 
non-equity funding, lending capital, grants 
and ICOs.

Buyouts, M&A, secondary rounds, and 
IPOs are treated as exits and not included 
in funding data.

Investment rounds are sourced from 
public reports including press releases, 
news, filings and verified user-submitted 
information.

Company valuations are based on their 
market capitalisation if public or, if private, 
latest transaction value, which is either 
announced or estimated by Dealroom 
based on market-based assumptions.

Share prices are updated to April 2021.

Dealroom´s proprietary database and 
software aggregate data from multiple 
sources: harvesting public information, 
user-generated data verified by Dealroom, 
data engineering. All data is verified and 
curated with an extensive manual process.

Most underlying data from the report is 
available online via dealroom.co

For more info please visit dealroom.co or 
contact support@dealroom.co

Definition of marketplace Venture capital investment Valuation Data source
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https://marketplaces.dealroom.co/companies.startups/f/revenues/anyof_marketplace%20%26%20ecommerce/tags/anyof_verified%20unicorns%20and%20%241b%20exitsV

Introducing the new home for
eCommerce & Marketplaces:
marketplaces.dealroom.co

Over 32,000+ eCommerce &
Marketplaces startups & more

Powered by

Access now
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Adevinta is a global online classifieds specialist, operating 
digital marketplaces in 11 countries. The company provides 
technology-based services to connect buyers with sellers and 
to facilitate transactions, from job offers to real estate, cars, 
consumer goods and more.

Adevinta’s portfolio spans more than 30 digital products and 
websites, attracting 1.3 billion average monthly visits. Leading 
brands include top-ranked leboncoin in France, InfoJobs and 
Milanuncios in Spain, and 50% of fast-growing OLX Brazil. 
Adevinta spun off from Schibsted ASA and publicly listed in 
Oslo, Norway in 2019. Adevinta is majority owned by 
Schibsted ASA and employs 4,700 people committed to 
supporting users and customers daily. 

Find out more at Adevinta.com.

About Adevinta
Adevinta Ventures is the investment arm of Adevinta, a global online 
classifieds specialist, operating leading digital marketplaces in 11 
countries. Adevinta Ventures invests in fast-growing European startups 
that can shape the future of marketplaces (sweet spot in Series A and 
Series B) with initial investments of up to €5 million and follow-on 
capacity.

Leveraging the top positions of Adevinta&#39;s brands (e.g. leboncoin, 
Coches.net, Subito, Olx Brazil) Adevinta Ventures adds strong value 
and is a long-term partner to portfolio companies.

Current portfolio and key investment areas include proptech (Kodit, 
Flatfair), future of work (Medwing), mobility (PaulCamper, Bipi) and 
fintech. 

Find out more at Adevinta.com.

About Adevinta Ventures
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Contact adevinta.com/ventures

Jordi Iserte - Investment Director
Leire Corral - Investment Manager
Stefan Grabmann - Investment Manager

Contact: ventures@adevinta.com 
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